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EThank you for choosing me to work with for your

big day! It is an honor and I do not take it lightly.
Finding the right match and working on weddings
with couples that I jive with leads to pure magic. If
you have any questions, or need anything from me,
please let me know. I can’t wait to work with you
and to help you create the day of your dreams and
the pictures that will be with you forever after. 

Hey there!

Heatherxo,



MEET YOUR
PHOTOGRAPHER

I know we have already been introduced
(yay!) but please feel free to contact me at
that email address any time. You should
always receive a response within 48 hours of
emailing.

Heather Cahoon
Owner/Photographer

mail@heathercahoon.com

heathercahoon.com



This package consists of 6 hours with me - for a
traditional wedding, a 6 hour minimum will cover
almost anything that you could think of. Some
rearranging may need to be done to accommodate for 6
hours.

$1600

Wedding I

This package is 8 hours with me. If you are choosing a
traditional wedding and not wanting the stress of
rearranging your schedule for photography purposes,
8 hours will be ideal!

$2500

Wedding 2

This package covers either 8 hours with a second
shooter there for 6 hours or a 10 hour day with just
me. This is ideal if you plan to have a full day, require
commuting during the wedding day, or just want to
make sure that every second is captured!

$3000

Wedding 3
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SERVICES OFFERED
Need help deciding on a plan? Start with thinking about what your priorities are as a couple -
when you look at wedding photos, what makes your heart skip a beat and do you wish you
would have on your wall? Depending on that, the coverage needs will be different. I can help
you walk through this, but always focus first on your needs as a couple, everything else is
secondary. 

Customization and accommodations
can be made after the purchase of a
package.


